Learning Communities (LCs) are a central tenet of Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) and the Learning Sciences. Despite the immense contributions of well-known LCs, like Brown and Campione’s *Communities of Learners* (CoL, 1994), Scardamalia and Bereiter’s *Knowledge Building Communities* (KBCs, 1994), and Rogoff’s *OC* (2001), new LCs have emerged in recent years that have yet to be researched together to advance scholarship on them. Now, over two decades since the introduction of LCs, we believe the time is ripe to refresh old syntheses (e.g., Bielaczyc & Collins, 1999) and capture the exciting innovations in theory and practice that have come about within various educational settings like schools (e.g., Herrenkohl & Mertl, 2010; Hogan & Corey, 2001; Lehrer, Schauble, & Lucas, 2008; Zhang, Hong, Scardamalia, & Morley, 2011), universities (Fischer, Rohde, & Wulf, 2007; Hod & Ben-Zvi, 2014), informal settings (e.g., www.computerclubhouse.org) and more recently online (e.g., Kafai & Fields, 2013; Resnick et al., 2009).

As the effort to consider the different research on LCs remains a largely unexplored challenge for the Learning Sciences, the aim of this proposed special issue of *Instructional Science* is to revisit conceptualizations, approaches, and designs of LCs with a particular focus on innovations over the past two decades of research on them. Specifically, we are seeking theoretical or empirical papers that touch upon any of the questions below. We note that this list is not exhaustive, and encourage authors to suggest topics of interest related to the special issue theme as well:

- What new conceptualizations of LCs have emerged?
- What are the dynamic patterns of collaboration in LCs?
- What are the inter-relations of individual and LC development?
- How do students’ practices and identities change within LCs?
- What is the process of norm emergence in LCs?
- What new methods have emerged to research LCs?
- What are the different scales of time in LC research?
- What design principles underlie the design of LCs?
- What is the role of digital tools in LCs?

The idea for this special issue builds off of the *Collaboration of International Researchers on Learning Communities* (CIRCLES, lc.edtech.haifa.ac.il), which aims to reinvigorate research on LCs in the Learning Sciences. CIRCLES is already on its way towards growing as an international body of researchers, with
membership that has reached 30 scholars. The group met for the first time in 2014 at the International Conference of the Learning Sciences (ICLS) and again at the 2015 at the International Conference on Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL). Taking the next step forward in synthesizing and advancing research on LCs, our proposed focus for the special issue emerged from these two international CIRCLES meetings.

Those interested should submit a 300-500 word synopsis in this online form, outlining the content of the proposed paper by Nov 30, 2015. Synopses must follow APA style for reference citations.

**Important Dates:**
- Invited authors will be notified by Jan 31, 2016.
- Submission of full papers will be due Jul 31, 2016.
- Expected publication: Apr 30, 2018.
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